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About This Game

Kimmy is a visual novel style game about a summer spent babysitting in late 1960s Massachusetts. You play as Dana,
who stumbles across Kimmy--a tiny girl wandering around alone in her neighborhood. Dana decides to take Kimmy under her
wing, worried that she's having trouble making friends, and decides to be her babysitter. Let summer begin! Collect trinkets,

play street games, and learn more and more about Kimmy and her mysterious family as summer passes by.

Features:

A dialogue rich story that takes place over the course of 5 acts.

Over 10 characters to chat with and get to know throughout the story.

A painterly art-style brings the characters to life, including multiple illustrated cut scenes.
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An intimate story about childhood, honesty and growing up.

Recommendations and Notes

A single play through takes about 2 to 3 hours.

Play multiple times to see all of the conversations.

Headphones are recommended.

Content warning:

Kimmy is a game about childhood, but it does address some more serious issues and is primarily intended for adults. There are
conversations between the characters about things like death, profanities and alcohol. Please consider this before playing this

game with younger kids.

Credits:

Designed and written by: Nina Freeman
Illustrated and written by: Laura Knetzger

Programmed by: Aaron Freedman
OST Composed by: Louie Zong
Sound design by: Amos Roddy

Special thanks to Noel Clark for the Kimmy logo design.

Kimmy was originally commissioned by Humble Bundle as a part of the Humble Monthly Bundle, released to subscribers
in January of 2017. Special thanks to Humble Bundle for their support in the development of Kimmy!
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Title: Kimmy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Star Maid Games
Publisher:
N/A
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2017
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Couldn't believe my eyes when I saw this pop up on Steam - I spent so many hours in the late 80s and early 90s playing this on a
variety of old-school Macs. This seems to be pretty much a perfect recreation of the classic, down to the amazing sound effects.
Blem. Blem. Blem. AaaAAAaah!. Imagine Tetris, but each block is one square, and the square has one or more arrows on it.
You cannot move the blocks around and drop them where you want like you can in Tetris. They just fall and mix things up. If it
reaches the top, you lose, just like in Tetris. The game consists of clicking on a square, and a light pops out and goes up to three
spaces away, lighting up any other blocks of the same color, following those blocks' arrows as well. If you light up three or more
blocks, they each disappear, and the other blocks fall lower, Tetris style.

The problem is that sometimes you just can't find a match. Tetris is always engaging, even when it's moving slow, in my
opinion. However, with Tidalis, there were periods of 60 seconds or so, where I was just staring, without 3 blocks that I could
match, waiting on more to fall, and it could take a while. I believe you can speed it up, a bit, but I think the lack of things to do
at times in this game is a fundamental flaw. I don't like Tetris better because of nostalgia. I will sell the original Super Mario
Bros out to any game I think is better, and same with Tetris. However, Tidalis is not superior to Tetris, or even on the same
playing field. It's kinda like rebooting a film when the original was great. Reboot something that is garbage and make it better.

Tidalis should have been a spin on a game that needed improvements; not on a fairly perfectly-designed game, at least in my
opinion.. Slightly overpriced, but I enjoyed my time.. Neat little physics simulator, edutainment!. A disaster

I really enjoy point and click adventures. It's by far my favourite genre. This title was enjoyable for the short time I was able to
play it.

Unfortunately, I cannot play this game beyond the first 40 minutes or so as there is a fatal crash that I cannot get beyond. I get to
a position where I have to give a bone to a lab technician and the game just crashes. What's more it freezes my computer and I
can't do anything other than switch it off by the button. It is advertised as playable on Windows 8, but this is not true.

I read on the discussions that many people have had the same problem and yet the developer continues to sell it unpatched.
Shocking.

Most definitely NOT recommended.. Did not work for me at ALL! I tried every setting and the video was still showing up
black. If it wasnt black, it was frozen on the starting image. $40 wasted! Do not buy!. Great game. But no Co-Op. It's right there
in the game description, and I swear it used to be there but its not anymore and the online servers are all down since the game is
so old. It's good for a single playthru but if you want Co-Op or expect anything other than a linear campaign, DO NOT BUY
THIS GAME!!!
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A game for people who think they know everything. Very good Trivia style game. Two thumbs up.. I really didn't want to give
this game a bad review.

I bought it the minute it came out. I was skeptical, but excited for something of a "The Culling" reboot. That was not what I, or
anyone else, got. This game is essentially an asset flip. Imagine the first "The Culling" with seven melee weapons and seventeen
different guns, all with bad recoil and poor balance.

Let me break it down for you, quick and simple:

-No First Person (Except when aiming)
-Janky Movement
-Gun-based combat
-PUBG Copy (Tiered Helmets, Armor, Backpacks)
-Awful Recoil
-Low Playerbase
-Too many complicated and useless attachments
-Perks are gun-oriented
-Stims are gun-oriented
-Graphics look horrible, somehow worse than the first "The Culling"
-No F.U.N.C
-No Crafting
-Seven Melee Weapons
-Seventeen Guns
-Poor Balance
-Poor Performance (980ti & i7 2600K)
-No indication if you're in/out of the safe zone
-Absolutely no clear weapon progression
-Awful camera angles (Especially inside buildings)
-"Finished Game."

Basically, the Xaviant devs misunderstood what made The Culling great. I believe they thought that the game show aspect with
the quirky announcer was what made it good. It wasn't. It was the melee-based combat. Nobody asked for another PUBG clone.

Feels like a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ cash grab for anyone that still had faith in these devs. Nobody on this earth could expect a PUBG copy
to actually succeed in today's battle-royale saturated market.

Don't buy this game.. Without saying too much, I want to praise 'The Crown of Leaves' on a few things.

The art style was magical, really. Combine that with the beautiful musical scores, and I could get lost for hours. Sadly, only the
first Chapter is out so far, rather short but very sweet! I can definately say I'm eagerly awaiting more, five dollars for this game
was an absolute steal! Afordable, Entrancing and honestly relaxing.

Please, please, please give us more! I can't wait to see what Chapter Two holds for Roui and the other Fuzzy folk!

If I could ask for anything, Perhaps a small page with a dictionary of sorts? It would make it easier to catch on to the 'Local
dialect' some of the characters use. I do enjoy the exotic feel, but felt a little confused sometimes.. awesome 10/10. Buggy, but a
lot of fun. Play with friends.
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